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Around the World

Forget the long airport queues and boring ﬂights,
you can travel all around the world in just one day
at the Botanic Garden. Children pick up a plant
passport from the :cket oﬃce and track down
plants from all four corners of the globe, collec:ng
stamps as they go.

Planet Botanic

Everyone knows about animal families like the Cat
Family and the Dog Family but not many people
realise that plants have families too. In this trail,
children hunt for family crests and ﬁnd out the
house moCo of seven important plant families.

Superpower Plants

Over millions of years plants have evolved some
crazy adapta:ons to help them survive. This trail
takes families to visit some unusual adapta:ons
including pitcher plants and squir:ng cucumbers.
The trail includes baCle cards for children to
collect and play with at home.

Giants of the Garden

For this trail families pay a special visit to six giant
trees and discover the magical secrets of wand
making. At each tree children are challenged to ﬁnd
a special kind of fallen item to give their wand
special magical proper:es. Facts and stories about
the trees are also included in the trail.

Be a Bee

Have you ever wondered what it’s like to be a bee?
In this trail, children ﬁnd out how busy bees really
are by exploring the Garden and seeking out bees’
favourite plants and places.

PAH!

Plants, animals and
humans all need other
species to survive. In
this trail, families
explore the
glasshouses to discover
useful plants and
complete the s:cker
puzzle in the trail
booklet.

The Great
Plant PaCern
Hunt

Fractals, spirals, spots
and stripes; paCerns are
everywhere in nature
once you start looking.
This trail challenges
families to ﬁnd diﬀerent
paCerns and collect
paCern rubbings from
specially engraved stools.

The Weird and Wonderful World of Plants
at Cambridge University Botanic Garden
By Sally Lee, Bronwen Richards & Flis Plent

How can we ensure that there is always something fun for families to do when they visit our
Botanic Garden? What can we do to encourage children to no:ce the amazing diversity of
plant life? How can we encourage families to visit the less well-known places in our Garden?
At Cambridge University Botanic Garden we have aCempted to solve these dilemmas by
oﬀering fun and quirky self-led trails that can be picked up free of charge from our :cket
oﬃces. With their colour-in covers, crazy facts, fun challenges, s:ckers, stamps, magic wands,
baCle cards and badges the trails have proved a big hit! Here we outline the trails we have run
between summer 2013 and spring 2015.

BOTANICAL ACCLIMATION GARDEN OF RABAT (JEB-RABAT)
FOR GENETIC RESOURCES CONSERVATION,
EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
INRA Avenue Ennasr Rabat, Maroc
BP415 Rabat, Morocco

Tél : +212 0537 77 26 54
Fax : +212 0537 77 00 49

Established in 1914 on a total area of 17 hectares in the centre of Rabat, the Garden of botanical essays
(Jardin d’Essais Botaniques : JEB- Rabat) contains
biological treasures of exceptional value. It was the subject of a seven year
rehabilitation program (2006-2013) to strengthen its role as a genetic resource center
for scientific research and also to protect plant collections for biodiversity conservation.
The Garden of botanical essays of Rabat (JEB- Rabat) is an experimental field of INRA answering many tasks
including: conservation, research and environmental education. It also has a “Maison mauresque” (Moorish house)
with typical al-Andalus architecture and a permanent museum highlighting themes around water.

It is both an educational center for
environmental issues and an ideal place to
promote the Moroccan biological heritage.

The Botanical Garden
offers educational
activities on its history,
but also in relation to
educational programs on
various themes such as
water, useful plants,
medicinal and aromatic
plants, gardening
technics.

The Botanical Garden of Rabat displays
to its visitors part of the infinite plant
biodiversity of our planet. It is a place of
discovery and initiation to Nature.

The Botanical Garden of Rabat
helps promote civic education,
respect for nature and the
development of eco-tourism.
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It includes over 650
ornamental and fruit
species of various origins:
local, tropical, subtropical
and from arid lands.

The Botanical Garden goes to School
Alessandra A. Resende1*, Flávia S.Faria1, Túlio César Teixeira Ferreira1, Pedro Henrique Ribeiro da Silva1
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Introduction

Metodology

This project BGGS was created by the Brazilian Botanical Gardens
Network and deployed at the Natural History Museum and
Botanical Garden of the Federal University of Minas Gerais
(MHNJB/UFMG) in 2012. Its objective is to establish an
educational process with the school community through actions
of environmental education in order to promote the role of
Botanic Gardens (BGs) in biodiversity conservation and the
environmental sustainability. The project also aims to arouse the
sense of ownership and reinforce the school educational project.
The choice of the target public, the school community
surrounding MHNJB, occurred after detection of the lack of
promotion the work and the importance of BGs in schools, and
the little use of these spaces to develop the program content in
context of the local reality.

Selection of the
partner school

Presentation of
the project BGGS

Collective construction of
subprojects

Scenario
diagnosis

Teachers education

Activities developed at
school using the Chest of
Life

Activities developed in
MHNJB, contextualizing
the subjects developed in
school.

BG goes to school

School goes to BG

Project evaluation step by step  quali and quantitative techniques are
used: observation, group dynamics, questionnaires and interviews.

Results

The results of project during 2012-2014 were:
 Partnership with 3 public schools in Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil
and other 2 educational institutes;
 Education of 150 teachers and 2000 students;
 14 sub-project executions with varied themes such as water,
recovery of degraded areas, ethnobotany;
 Production of 3 Science and Culture Fairs;
 Participation in scientific events of basic and graduate
education;
 Professional and academic education of 6 Biology and
Geography graduate students.
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1. Chest of Life: For the implementation of sub-projects with students, the school
can count on the BG staff and the several educational materials, including books,
videos and games provided by BG which compose the Chest of Life.
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2. Teachers Education; 3. Creating vegetable garden at school; 4. Planting aromatic and medicinal herbs in PET bottle; 5. Learning about composting in the
MHNJB/UFMG seedling nursery; 6. Project Child Authors and its products (7,8); 9. Biodiversity in a drop of water; 10. Younger biologists; 11. Recycled paper
workshop.

Final Considerations

 The educational project process includes the concepts of extension and citizenship. The MHNJB/UFMG as experimental workspace
enables work with diverse knowledge, conceived in trials, questions and empirical investigations for the social emancipation of the
individual, the contact with the object of study favors and promotes the (re) structuring of the subject, so also as the object.
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Community Mapping:

Changing Perspectives and Shifting Norms
Given the plethora of competing social
and economic issues, what is the best way
to engage communities on the topic of
local biodiversity?

Program

This poster highlights a series of Gardenconvened and Garden-facilitated teacher
summits and workshops conducted in
2014, held in collaboration with more than
20 community partner organizations, that
challenged educators to visualize their local
landscapes as outdoor learning labs and
stewardship sites.
As part of their experience, teachers used
Google Earth and other accessible
technologies to map their schoolyard
campus in the context of their immediate
community/ neighborhood. Participants
were prompted with questions and
concepts about:
• local flora and fauna
• ecological functions of landscapes
• current realities and challenges
• their own capacity to act
The mapping and visioning exercise was
designed as replicable and scalable for a
variety of audiences, enabling citizens to
literally see the bigger picture and how
they fit into it.

Objectives

Participants

• Convene the local early childhood
 81 educators, parents,
community around the topic of ensuring
district-level staff
positive, frequent experiences with nature  Representing 20+ preduring the early learning years
schools, centers,
universities, and
• Facilitate dialogue, encourage new
organizations
thinking, enable new experiences, foster
new collaborations, spark change
• Convene K-12+ educators around the topic  73 educators, districtof urban biodiversity as a community-wide
level staff, community
issue affecting quality of life of the region
professionals
• Explore how STEM investigations by local  Representing 40+ K-12
schools, universities, and
students and teachers can contribute to
organizations
urban biodiversity in the region

• Facilitate dialogue, encourage new
thinking, enable new experiences, foster
new collaborations, spark change
• Challenge STEMpact teachers to rethink
(and map) the nature in their campus/
community as an outdoor STEM lab

 120 K-8 educators
 Representing 12 districts
and 40 schools

Feedback/take-aways
“You need to insist all
administrators attend a similar
summit. Open their eyes!”
“The energy to champion the cause of promoting more outdoor
learning is boosted after realizing the joy I found in exploring the
outdoors over these three days. The experts made readily accessible
these days were an invaluable resource.”
“This summit has been a huge motivator to make change on campus.”
“An energizing experience that has motivated me to press the
issues discussed with my school’s administration.”
“The apps that were shared are great. I had no idea that some existed.”
“Thank you for designing this opportunity for educators to come
together to plan, learn and discuss the importance and future of
environmental/nature exploration education. Connecting to others
in the St. Louis region and hearing their successes and struggles
makes the process of adopting or further developing nature
classrooms seem an organic growing process and a verification that
we are headed in the right direction with our efforts. The summit
was re-energizing.”

How can different scales prompt different thinking? Different questions? Different actions?

Technologies we played with:




Free mapping software: ArcGIS, Google Earth, Microsoft Virtual Earth
Misc. apps : iNaturalist, eBird, YardMap, Journey North
Paper, pencils, and pens!

Technologies we look forward to playing with:



EPA’s EnviroMapper, EPA’s MyWaters mapper
TileMill (from Mapbox), CartoDB, Nature Passport

Can nature-mapping
connect neighborhoods?
In 2015-2020, we intend to keep pursuing this question by…
• Enabling and inviting all citizens to nature-map online
• Following up with the mapping efforts of 2014 teachers and engaging
district-level leadership/administration
• Engaging underserved communities/neighborhoods

